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1. The Newar dialects and Dolakh.a verbal morphology 

Newar is the Tibeto-Burman language native to the Kathmandu Valley of 
Nepal. The Newars are the sole Tibeto-Burman people to have adopted both 
a Sanskrit literary tradition and the Indo-Aryan caste system. The very name 
Nepal originally referred to the Newar homeland in the Kathmandu Valley, 
and the term is still often used throughout the modern Kingdom op Nepal to 
refer just to the Kathmandu Valley. Only later did the name Nepal come to 
apply to the modern state consolidated by the campaigns of the eighteenth
century Indo-Aryan conqueror from Gorkha, P6thvi Narayai! Sah, and his 
military successors. The word Nevar, which first appears in local sources in 
Nepal Sa~vat 772 (i.e. 1652 AD), is the spoken Prak6t derivation of fourth 
century Sanskrit Nepala. The Sanskrit term Nepala derives from an older form 
*nepa, or *yepa, of the autonym Neva~ 'Newar' by analogy with Sanskrit topo
nyms like Himala and Bangala. The second element of the old autonym, -pa, is 
a masculine Tibeto-Burman nominal suffix meaning 'the person who' or 'that 
which'. The first element, ne-, is the root of the original autonym. Various 
speculative etymologies have been proposed, such as *ne-, allegedly 'middle', 
and *-pa, allegedly 'country', giving a toponym meaning 'Middle Land' 
(Nepal 2040: 11), or Tibeto-Burman *ve- 'cow' + *-pa 'man, keeper', i.e. 
'cowherd', whereby the name Nepala is presumed to be derived by analogy 
with Sanskrit gopala 'cowherd' (Kamal Prasad Malla, as quoted in Gellner 
1986: 117). 

The language autonym is Neva~ Bhay [neva: bfi<e] 'Newar language' or, in 
the Pahari dialects, [ neva: pai]. The formel Sanskritic term Nepalabha![a for the 
Newar language has been in use since the late fourteenth century, and the 
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Sanskritic terms defabhii~ii 'language of the land' and rii~{rabhii~ii 'national 
language' have also been in use for centuries. In modern Nepali, the preferred 
terms for the Newar language are Nepiil-Bhii~ii or Neviir-Bhii~ii, although the 
term Neviirzis certainly more commonly used. Use of the Nepali term 'Newari' 
by English speakers, with its Indo-Aryan suffix <-1>, is increasingly felt to be 
objectionable by Newars. Therefore, I use the term 'Newar', which has re
cently become the term of preference in English parlance. After the Gorkha 
Conquest in the late eighteenth century, the Kathmandu Valley underwent a 
large influx of speakers of the Indo-Aryan language known variously as Gor
khiill 'the language of Gorkha', Parvatl_ya 'mountain dialect' or Khas Kurii 'the 
language of the Khas', who were the Indo-Aryan group originating from 
western Nepal which originally spoke the language. This language was only 
~eclared the national language or rii~{rabhii~ii of Nepal in 1905 by Candra 
Samser Riir.ta, who simultaneously changed the name of the language offi
cially to Nepal!, although the British had already begun to use the term 
'Nepali' to refer to the Indo-Aryan tongue ofNepal. Historically speaking, the 
very name of the native Tibeto-Burman language of the Kathmandu Valley 
was in this way usurped by the Indo-Aryan newcomers and applied to their 
own allochthonous and unrelated language. 

On the basis of dialectological studies, Daya Ratna Sakya ( 1989, 1992) 
divides the various Newar dialects into five groups: ( 1) the dialects of Kath
miir.t<;IU. and Patan, (2) Bhaktapur, (3) Pahari, 1 (4) Citlang, and (5) Dolakha. 
With the exception ofDolakha Newar, all these dialects are spoken primarily 
in the Kathmandu Valley or in the surrounding hill tracts. The most diver
gent and conservative dialect is the language spoken in Dolakha, an ancient 
Newar settlement dating at least as far back as the Licchav1 period (ea. 300-
879), and located some 130 km east-northeast ofKathmandu, in the Dolakha 

I. Paharl is not to be confused with Paha<;JI or Pa<;Jhl, which terms apply not to Newar, but to 
certain montanedialects of the Indo-Aryan language Nepali, although all three terms are errone

ously glossed as synonyms in the authoritative Nepali dictionary (Pokhrel et al. 2040). Mall 
researched a Paharl dialect spoken in the village ofLele near Ba<;J!khel in the south ofLalitpur 

District. Lele is immediately adjacent to the larger village ofPyangaii, which numbers some 
2,000 families. The latter Newar dialect, however, belongs to the Pa~an group. The location of 

the Paharl speaking village ofLele within the Kathmandu Valley is anomalous. Paharl proper is 
spoken in Kabhre Palaiicok and Sindhu Palaiicok Districts (Daya Ratna Sakya 1989, 1992 & 

personal communication, Kathmandu, 29 November 1992). 

2. I should like to thank Daya Ratna Sakya and Carol Genetti for their valuable comments on a 

preliminary version of this article. 
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District of Janakpur Zone. A splendid study has been devoted to Dolakha 
Newar (Nep. Dolakhali Nevari) by Carol Genetti (1990), from whi~h all the 
Dolakha data in this article have gratefully been quoted, and Genett1 ( 1988b) 
has also written a lucid contrastive study ofKathmandu and Dolakha Newar. 
My synchronic analyses differ from Genetti's on several rather minor points. 
In this article, I discuss the Dolakha material and Genetti's findings, make a 

mber of observations of my own and undertake to compare Newar verbal 
~ . 2 
morphology to the conjugations of related T1beto-Burman languages. 

Whereas the Dolakha verb shows person and number agreement with the 
subject (intransitive subject and transitive agent) in all tenses, the conjuga
tion of Kathmandu Newar distinguishes conjunct from disjunct forms. Gen
erally speaking, the conjunct is the form used with a first person subject in 
statements and with a second person subject in questions, and the disjunct is 
the form used with second and third person subjects in statements and with 
first and third person subjects in the interrogative. The verb of a subordinate 
clause in reported speech is conjunct vyhen the subjects of main and subordi
nate clause are coreferential, and disjunct when they are not (Malla 1985: 38, 
Hargreaves 1989: 1). The conjunct/disjunct conjugation of Kathmandu 
Newar apparently derives from the Classical Newar system, whereas the 
Classical Newar system derives from a more complete verbal agreement sys

tem more faithfully reflected in the Dolakha verb. 
In TABLE l the indicative conjugation is given of the Dolakha verb yeri 'to 

do', with stem <yet>, as provided by Genetti (1990: 131). Dolakha verbs 
have the stem finals /n/, /t/, /r/ or /1/ and are often more archaic in form than 
their Kathmandu counterparts, e.g. Dolakha <syat> 'kill' vs. Kathmandu 
<sya>, Dolakha <bir> 'give' vs. Kathmandu <bi>. The tense morphemes 
are affixed immediately to the stem and occupy the first suffixal slot in the 
affixal chain of a Dolakha verb. The past habitual suffix is <-gu>, devoiced to 
<-ku> after stem final /t/ and with the allomorph <-u> after stem final /r/. 
Stem final /t/ and /r/ elide before this suffix. The past tense is zero-marked in 
Dolakha. The present tense suffix is <-a>. The future suffix is <-i>, with the 
allomorph <-e:> before a suffix /u/ or lul. Before this suffix, stem final /t/ 
becomes /r/ and final /r/ becomes zero. A stem final /n/ alternates paradig-

' matically with ITJI and with nasalization of the stem vowel in a fixed pattern. 
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TABLE l: Conjugation of <yet> 'to do' (Genetti 1990: 131) 

PAST HABITUAL PAST PRESENT FUTURE 

ls ye-ku-i yet-ki yet-a-gi yer-1 

lp ye-ku-pe yet-ku yet-a-gu yer-i 

2s ye-ku-n yet-mun yet-a-n yer-i-na 

2p ye-ku-min yet-min yet-a-min yer-1-nan 

2hon ye-ku-pe yet-ku yet-a-gu yer-i-ta 

3s ye-ku-ju yet-cu yet-a-i yer-e-u 

3p ye-ku-tan yet-hin yet-a-hin yer-e-u 

The person and number suffixes follow the tense suffixes in the affixal chain of 
the Dolakha verb, and there are a large number of tensed, and therefore tense
redundant, portemanteau morphemes. In my analysis, the choice in favour of 
tensed portemanteaux above tense-motivated allomorphy is determined by for
mal considerations. 

first person singular is marked by <-gi> in past and present ( devoiced to 
<-ki> immediately after stem final /t/) and by a zero allomorph in the future. 
Dolakha has a distinct first singular past habitual morpheme <-i>. First 
person plural is marked by <-gu> in past and present (devoiced to <-ku> 
immediately after stem final /t/) and by a zero allomorph in the future. There 
is a distinct first plural past habitual suffix <-pe>. The second person honor
ific forms are identical to the first person plural forms in the present, past and 
past habitual tenses, but there is a distinct second person honorific suffix 
<-ta> in the future. The Dolakha second person honorific appears to have 
originated in a polite inclusive usage such as that observed in various modern 
Kiranti languages (van Driem 1987, 1993b). 

The second person singular suffix is <-mun>, with the abbreviated 
allomorph <-n> in the present and past habitual, and the allomorph <-na> 
in the future. The second person plural suffix is <-min>. In the future, second 
person plural subject is indexed by the suffix <-nan>. 

The suffix <-ju> ( <-cu> immediately after stem final /t/) indexes a third 
person singular subject in the past habitual. The same suffix indexes third 
singular agent in the past of transitive verbs. In the past of intransitive verbs, 
however, a third person singular subject is indexed by the morpheme <-a>, 
e.g. on-a 'he/she went', khor-a 'he/she cried'. With the exception of this mor
pheme, there is no difference between the transitive and intransitive paradigm 
in the Dolakha non-negated indicative conjugation. A third singular subject 
in present time is marked by the suffix <-i>. Third person plural is marked by 
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the suffix <-hin>. A third plural subject in past habitual time is indexed by 
<-tan>. In the future, a third person subject in unmarked for number and 

indexed by the suffix <-u>. 

TABLE 2: Dolakha tense and verbal agreement morphemes 

SUFFIXAL SLOT 1: TENSE 

<-ku ~ -u> past habitual 

<0> past 

<-a> 
<-i ~ -e> 

present 
future 

SUFFIXAL SLOT 2: PERSON AND NUMBER 

<-ki ~ 0> first person singular (ls) 
<-i> first singular past habitual (ls/PH) 
<-ku ~ 0> first person plural ( 1 p), second person honorific 
<-pe> first plural past habitual ( l p/PH), second person ho-

norific past habitual 

<-ta> second person honorific future (2hon/F) 

<-mun ~ -n ~ -na> second person singular (2s) 

<-min> 
<-nan> 
<-ju> 
<-a> 

<-i> 
<-hin> 
<-tan> 
<-u> 

second person plural (2p) 
second person plural future (2p/F) 
third person singular in past tenses (3s/HP/PT) 
third person singular past intransitive subject (3sS/ 

PT) 
third singular subject present (3s/PR) 
third person plural (3p) 
third person plural past habitual (3p/PH) 
third person future (3/F) 

Indicative forms are negated by the prefix <ma->, which exhibits the vowel 
harmonic allomorphs <mo->, <ma-> and <mwa->. The tense distinction 
past vs. present is neutralized in the negative, and Genetti reports that nega
tive forms of the past habitual and future do not exist. In the tenseless nega
tive indicative, the flexional endings are the same as those of the past tense 
except in the third person singular. In the negative indicative, the third 
person singular ending is zero except after transitive r-stem verbs, where it is 
<-u>, e.g. ma-sit 'didn't/doesn't/won't die' vs. ma-bi-u 'didn't/doesn't/won't 

give' (from <bir-> 'to give'). 
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Dolakha Newar also shows agreement in the imperative and optative. The 
singular imperative ending is zero, e.g. syiit! 'kill',yii! 'come' (from <yar-> 'to 
come'), but it is <-u> after transitive r-stems, na-u! 'eat!' (from <nar-> 'to 
eat'). The plural imperative ending is <-dun> after stem final /11, <-un> 
after stem final /t/, and <-n> after stem finals /n/ and /r/, e.g. pul-dun! 'pay!', 
sit-un! 'die!',yii-n! 'come!' (from <yar-> 'to come'), to-n! 'drink!' (from <ton-> 
'to drink'). Honorific imperatives are indexed by the suffix <-sin> suffixed to 
the infinitive stem of the verb. Imperatives in the singular and the plural 
imperatives of intransitive verbs are negated by adding the prefix <da->, 
which has the vowel harmonic allomorphs <do->, <da-> and <dwa->, e.g. 
do-kho! 'don't cry!' [sg.] (from <khor-> 'to cry'), da-sit-un! 'don-t die!' [pl.]. 
Transitive verbs with a plural subject, however, form their negative impera
tive by prefixation of negative <da-> and suffixation of the second person 
plural suffix <min->, e.g. da-1]yiit-min! 'don't buy!'. 

In Dolakha, the optative was apparently attested only with third person 
subjects, and Genetti does not mention the existence of a negative optative in 
Dolakha. The singular optative is formed by prefixation of the optative mor
pheme <tha->, with the vowel harmonic allomorphs <tho->, <tha-> and 
<thwa->, to the singular imperative form of the verb, e.g. tha-co! 'may he 
stay!' (from <con-> 'to stay'), tha-na-u! 'may he eat!' (from <nar-> 'to eat'). 
Plural optatives are formed by prefixation of optative <tha-> and suffixation 
of the third person plural suffix <-hin> to the stem of the verb, whereby the 
stem finals /n/ and /r/ elide, and stem finals /t/ and /11 are maintained tha-, 
mwiil-hin! 'may they search [for it]', tha-1]yiit-hin! 'may they buy [it]!', tho-to
hin! 'may they drink!' (from <ton-> 'to drink'), thii-yii-hin! 'may they come!' 
(from <yar> 'to come'). 

The abbreviations used in tables in the next two sections are clarified 
below. Abbreviations are avoided elsewhere. In Section 3, superscript num
bers in the verbal morphemes of several languages indicate a given tone in 
that language (c£ van Driem 1993a). · 

l first person A agent 
2 second person s subject 
3 third person p patient 
s singular ~,+r indicate the direction of 
d dual a transitive relationship 
p plural 
ns non-singular PT preterite 
hon honorific NPT non-preterite 

e·· 
R.EF 
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inclusive HP habitual past 

exclusive PR present 

reflexive F future 

prefixal slot (followed by the slot number) 
suffixal slot (followed by the slot npmber) 

2, Pr~to-Newar 

29 

Uo.l~ha Newar distinguishes more than the two basic or 'simplex' tenses, viz. 
pl:'et.erite and non-preterite, characteristic of Kiranti languages as well as of 
K~t.hmandu Newar. The anomaly of the Dolakha four-way tense distinction 
in the comparative context suggests that the Dolakha tense system is innova
tj..ve, and on the basis of internal reconstruction Genetti (1990: 182) proposes 
'iliat the Dolakha system has innovated the present and the past habitual 

• ter1ses, and that a past/non-past distinction should be reconstructed for Proto-
Newar'. Because the present tense morpheme <-a> undergoes no mor
phophonological alternations, Genetti (1990: 141, 183) sees reason to suppose 
that this suffix could be 'a relatively recent concatenation', perhaps origin
atii1g from an auxiliary construction with 'the verb yiir- "to come", which may 
fitphonologically, since r-stems would be the most likely to undergo erosion 
in a construction of this sort'. Genetti ( 1990: 183-4) posits an etymological 
relationship between the past habitual suffix <-gu - -ku - -u> and the 
Dola~ha first nominalizer/relativizer suffix, which has the allomorph <-gu> 
after the stem finals /n/ and /11 and the allomorph <-u> after stem finals /t/ 
and /r/. The Dolakha first nominalizer/relativizer suffix is used in relative 
clauses 'when the head noun is the subject of the relative clause', whereas the 
Dolakha second nominalizer/relativizer suffix in <-a - -e> 'is used when the 
head noun is in any other grammatical relation to the relative clause verb' 
(Genetti 1990: 177). Of the two remaining tenses, past is the zero-marked 
tehse .. in Dolakha, as it is, for example, in Dumi (van Driem 1993b). 

In. assessing the arguments for reconstructing a conjunct/disjunct system 
for Proto~Newar, Genetti (147-51) points out that the Dolakha phenomenon 
of first person agreement in complements of verba dicendi et sentiendi where the 
subjects of main and subordinate clause are corefential is only superficially 
similar to the Kathmandu Newar use of the conjunct verb form in the comple
ments of verba dicendi et sentiendi when the subject of main and subordinate 
clause are coreferential, and the disjunct verb form when it is not. Genetti 
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( 151-5) describes how the 'optional use of third person morphology with non
volitional first and second person actors', for example, with verbs like siri 

<sit-> 'to die', turi <tut-> 'to shiver', tuli <tul-> 'to fall', burii jui <jur-> 
'grow old', marks 'the semantic category of volitionality'. These two Dolakha 
phenomena show that the 'use of verb agreement for referent tracking in 
complement clauses and for marking absence of volition in non-control verbs 
are in principle independent of the other parameters of the conjunct/disjunct 
system', and neither phenomenon provides a conclusive argument to recon
struct a conjunct/disjunct system for Proto-Newar (Genetti 1990: 155, 185-6). 

Genetti ( 1990: 185-93) presents several arguments in favour of reconstruc
ting verbal agreement for Proto-Newar. Her first argument is the sheer extent 
of the Dolakha agreement system, which operates not only in the indicative, 
but also in the imperative and optative. Her second argument is that Classical 
Newar had retained vestiges of an agreement system.j0rgensen (1941: 60-l) 
describes that of the three morphs <-arp. ~ -a ~-o> of the Classical N ewar 
'A1' form, 3 which Genetti identifies as 'the precursor of the modern Kath
mandu past disjunct', were not used in the same way: The morph <-af!'l> was 
used with the third person, the morph <-o> with the first and second person, 
and the morph <-a> with any person in direct speech preceding the direct 
speech marker dhakan:t. Preliminary reports by Daya Ratna Sakya indicate 
that a first and second vs. third person opposition may also exist in the verbal 
morphology of Paharl dialects of Newar, spoken in the hills tracts surround
ing the Kathmandu Valley (Genetti 1990: 199). Genetti's third argument is 
that comparative study ofNewar pronominal systems indicates that there was 
no 'pronominal source' in Proto-Newar that could have provided the elements 
now found as flexional affixes in Dolakha, except that there could perhaps be 
an etymological relationship between the modern Dolakha and Kathmandu 
pronoun ji T and the Dolakha first singular ending <-gi>, whereby the 
former would represent a palatalized reflex of a common Newar first singular 
etymon, and between the element /i/ in the Kathmandu Newar pronoun i-p'i: 
'they' and the element /hi/ in the Dolakha third person plural suffix <-hin>. 
In fact, a comparison of the flexional suffixes of the Dolakha verb and the 
independent pronouns corroborates Bauman's conclusion that the conjuga-

3. In Classical Newari, form 'AI is a finite verb, A2 and Cl-3 are imperatives, A3-7 are used 

predicatively as finite verbal forms, atributively and substantively as relative participles or 

relative clause-equivalents, and as verbal nouns; the rest [viz. forms AS-12, Bl-7, C4-8] 

(including some cases of A4-6 ... ) are used as infinitives of purpose, adverbial and conjunc

tional participles, and as subordinate clause-equivalents' (j0rgensen 1941: 59-60). 
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tional systems of Tibeto-Burman languages, and consequently any ancient 
pronominal system they may reflect, are more conservative than the indepen
dent pronominal systems attested in individual languages. 

Previously I have related both the Kathmandu relative <-mha> for ani
mate referents (replaced in the plural by the plural suffix for animate nouns 
<"pi:>) and the Hayu assertive marker <-mi· ~ -m> to an ancient copula, of 
which the Dumi fourth conjugation intransitive verb 'to be' for animate refer
ents <-mo:-/-mi-/-mu-> is a reflex. The Kathmandu relativizer for inanimate 
referents <-gu>, on the other hand, is cognate with the Dumi fourth conjuga
tion intransitive verb 'to be' for inanimate referents <-go:-/-gi-/-gu-> (van 
Driem 1990b: 569-70, l990c: 278-9). Therefore, I would be inclined to believe 
that the occasional use in Kathmandu of the relativizer <-gu> 'in some 
sentence-final finite contexts' does not indicate 'a development from 
nominalized to finite verb', as Genetti ( 1990: 194-5) hypothesizes, but is 
rather a vestige of the use of <-gu> as a finite. 

From j0rgensen's ( !941: 59-70) descriptions, it can be seen that the mean
ings of Classical N ewar finite forms were already something like those of the 
modern Kathmandu tenses. Of the Classical Newar AI and A6 forms, which 
were later to give rise to the modern Kathmandu past tense disjunct and past 
tense conjunct respectively, Jorgensen writes that the Al form denoted 'a 
completed action', although its meaning had apparently not yet become whol
ly restricted to past tense contexts, and that the A6 form likewise 'generally 
denote[ d) a completed action'. The instances cited by ]0rgensen in which the 
A6 form is used in what appears to be non-past meaning, and for which 
Jorgensen provides a present tense translation, might actually represent cases 
of a perfective past, conveying a meaning similar to that of the English present 
perfect, e.g.je vaya 'I have come',jen saya 'I have come to know', bho mantri-ju, 

chu ujan dayakii 'Oh honourable Minister, what order have you given?'. Of the 
A3 and A4 forms, which were to become the Kathmandu non-past disjunct 
and conjunct, j0rgensen writes that the A3 form denoted 'either a customary 
or habitual action, or a future action', and that the A4 form denoted 'an 
action which ought to be done, might be done, or is intended to be done'. 
Jorgensen described the meaning of the AS form, which was the predecessor 
of the modern Kathmandu stative, as that of 'an incompleted action, an 
action in progress'. 
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TABLE 3: Classical and Kathmandu Newar finite endings 
expanded from Genetti ( 1990: 194) 

Classical Newar, 15th centur/ 
Qergensen 1941: 47-56) 

Kathmandu Newar 
(Malla 1985: 35-9) 

<-al!l- -a- -o> (Al) 'a finite verb' <-a> 'past disjunct' 
<-i - -iwo - ino> (A3) 'a habitative' <-i/-i:> 'non-past disjunct' 

<-e - -ya> (A4) 'a gerundive or infinitive' <-e/-i> 'non-past conjunct' 
<n/-k- -wo/-u- 0> (A5) 'a relative participle' <-:> 'stative' 

<na- -ya- -a> (A6) 'id.' <-a> 'past conjunct' 

Not only the modern Kathmandu tense distinctions, but also the beginnings 
of the modern conjunct/disjunct opposition appear to have been present in 
Classical Newar. Above we discussedjergensen's observation concerning the 
various morphs of the Classical Al finite. The morph <-al!l>, which appears 
to be the direct predecessor of the modern Kathmandu past disjunct suffix 
<-a>, was in Classical Newar associated with the third person. The modern 
non-past conjunct derives from the Classical A4 form, which Jergensen de
scribes as denoting 'the intention of a future action (a "subjective future")' 
with a first person subject, i.e. in the non-interrogative indicative, where in 
modern Kathmandu a non-past conjunct would likewise be used. When the 
A4 form is used with a second or third person, Jergensen speculates that 'it 
may have the same meaning', for which he provides one example sentence, in 
the second person interrogative, cha vane lii, cone lii? 'will you go, or will you 
stay?', where in modern Kathmandu we would also expect the non-past 
conjunct. Jergensen writes that the Classical A6 finite was used with the first 
and second person in a way which corresponds to the way in which the Al or 
A5 form are used for a third person subject. 

In short, even Jergensen's pioneering investigations into the semantics of 
Classical Newar finite verbs permit us to establish that the Classical Newar 
verb was in all likelihood well on its way to developing into the conjunct/ 
disjunct system manifest in modern Kathmandu. For die choice of finite form 
in subordinate clauses in Late Classical Newar, Hargreaves (1989) reports 
that the A4 form, corresponding to the modern non-past conjunct, and the A6 
form, corresponding to the past conjunct, are used when the subject of main 

4. For a treatement of the morphology and morphophonology of the Classical Newari verb, see 

Kolver & Kolver (1978). 
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c~~~~:t;lc:flfli\I:d:ml:tte clause are coreferential, and that the A5 form, corresponding 
~~~~ftl~~~;~icjlj;~~I:Jl stative, and the A3, corresponding to the non-past disjunct, are 

n,this is not the case. The Al form or past disjunct only occurs in a 
~&e in both Classical and Kathmandu Newar. In other words, the 

fa.conjunct/disjunct system characteristic of modern Kathmandu 
already fully in place in ClassicalNewar. On the other hand, the 
war system retained traces of a verbal agreement system like the 

'which is still preserved in Dolakha: The Dolakha conjugation is 
ptobably a more faithful reflexion of the Proto-Newar system than is 
'Newar verbal morphology. 

,Jia.~ng established the Dolakha verbal agreement system to be more conser
~a'ti\!'e<than the conjunct/disjunct system observed in Kathmandu and other 
diatl~6ts we shall here undertake a systematic comparison of Dolakha conju-

:f'_' ' 1 

g~~~\aal morphemes with apparent or suspected cognate affixes in the flexion-
l'l,l's~~tems of other Tibeto-Burman verbs. 
··· ~netti (1990: 144) suggests that the first singular morphemes <-i>, past 
hti,tual, and <-gi>, past and present, could be cognate to the corresponding 
Lo~~~ung morphemes, which are the preterite first singular patient/subject 
morpheme <-iu> and the first singular suffix <ua> respectively (van Driem 
l;9~~); Although the cognacy of the Dolakha first singular past habitual mor
ph~~e <-i> with the Lohorung preterite first singular patient/subject mor
p ..... '<-iu> appears straightforward, the Dolakha first singular suffix <-gi> 

j~ ,·, lematic. Genetti finds support for the view that the /k/ in the Dolakha 
fii!~~;;:Sif:lgular suffix <-gi> could have derived from *TJ in the irregular first 

... ::;future form of the verb woi 'to go', viz. u-e-1J 'I shall go', which retains a 

nasal. On the other hand, Genetti does not exclude the possibility that 
th~·modern Newar pronounji 'I' and the first singular ending <-gi> derive 
fE~~:~a··cotnmon Newar first singular etymon, say, *ki. Of course, it might be 
th~\;'fJh:!:.velar nasal preserved in the Dolakha form u-e-1J 'I shall go' reflects the 
~~~l,;•·S.fu:gt1lar morpheme *<-a - -u - -ua> reconstructed for Proto-Tibeto
~#~, whereas the <-gi> does not. 

~~Jji'etti. etymologically relates the Dolakha first plural past habitual suffix 
<::..:p~;:::, to the Dolakha plural suffix in nouns <-pen>, Classical Newar 
~::t:palili;;>. The Dolakha plural suffix corresponds to the Kathmandu plural 
&•:*pi:> used with kinship terms and terms of respect. The Dolakha 
p.lur<lJ.,suffix <-pen>, however, is not restricted to animate nouns (Genetti, 
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personal communication, 30 December 1992). Genetti's proposed etymologi
cal relationship is corroborated by the fact that the Dolakha past habitual 
tense derives from a nominalized construction, as explained above. 

The Dolakha first person plural morpheme <-gu> can easily be related to 
its cognates in Kiranti languages, all reflexes of the Proto-Kiranti first plural 
suffix *<-k>. The closest match is with the Bahing first exclusive agent/ 
subject morpheme <-ka- -ko- -ku>, both in terms of the vowel and in that, 
in the first person exclusive, Bahing, un-characteristically for Kiranti, 
opposes agent and subject against patient marking, in accordance with an 
accusative pattern like Dolakha Newar, rather than with an ergative one. The 
etymon is also attested outside the Kirant, for example in Jinghpaw and 
Kham, and a first person plural suffix *<-k> has tentatively been recon
structed for Pro to-Tibeto-Burman (van Driem 1993a). 

Limbu e <-ge> sflO 
Dumi lp <-k> sf2 
Hayu lp <-ke> sf3 

lp/PT <-ki> sfl 
Kulung e <-ka> sffi 
Thulung e <-ki> sffi 
Lohorung e <-ka> sffi 
Bahing lpe/copy <-k> sfl 

leAS <-ka - -ko - -ku> sf5 
leP <-ki> sf5 

Dolakha lp <-gu> sf2 
Jinghpaw lpS <-ka'l 1> sf3 
Kham ldAS <gin-> pfl 

lpAS <ge-> pfl 

Genetti identifies the Dolakha future second person honorific suffix <-ta> 
with the plural suffix <-ta> found in animate Kathmandu Newar nouns other 
than kinship terms or terms of respect, which take the plural suffix <-pi:> 
(Malla 1985: 31). For the rest, the honorific second person forms are identical 
with first person plural forms, and the honorific evidently derives from a 
polite inclusive usage, as pointed out above. 

The Dolakha second person singular suffix <-mun- -n- -na> and future 
second person plural <-nan> appear to be cognate with Proto-Tibeto-Bur
man second singular *<-na>, best reflected in the Kirant by Thulung and 
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more widely reflected beyond the Kirant. The peculiarities of 
particularly the hypothetical segme~tation of portemanteau 

elsewhere inasmuch as they are understood (van 
, The future allomorph <-na> of the Dolakha second singular 

matches the reconstructed proto-morpheme, and the allomorph 
vroblematic. The element /mu/ ·in the past tense allomorph 

to be a petrified artefact, to which we shall return below. 
second plural suffix <-nan>; although synchronically a 

appears to derive from the second person singular proto-mor-

element /n/ in the Dolakha future second plural suffix <-nan> 
an older• non-first plural marker or remnant thereof, *<-n>, also 

in the nasal finals of the Dolakha second plural suffix <-min>, third 
<-hin> and third person plural past habitual <-tan>. Perhaps 

finals reflect a cousin of the Kiranti second person plural suffix 
with generalized non-first persoy plural meaning, but the possibility 

excluded that the final nasal element in the Dolakha future second 
plural <-nan> is just the result of remodelling by analogy with the 

second plural suffix <-min>, and that the Dolakha third person 
<-hin> (3p) and <-tan> (3p/PH) are simply of distinct provenance. 

2sP <-e> sfl 
2~3s <-a> sfl 

2 <-na> s£7 
2 <-na> sfl 

2sPS <-e> sf3 
2s <-mun - -n - -na> sf2 

2p/F <-nan> sf2 
2 <-n> sfl 
2 <-n> sfl 
2s <-na2> sfl 
2s <-a> sf2 
2s <-n;;~2 - -o> sf2 
2s <-o1 - -u1 - -ua1> sfl 
2S <-n1t- -n1 - -t1 - 0> sf3 

H2 <-nit1> sf3 
2sAS <n;;~-> pfl 
2sP <-ni> pfl 
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In the table below, the Dolakha second person plural suffix is listed together 
with cognate suffixes in Kiranti and other Tibeto-Burman languages. The 
Tibeto-Burman proto-morpheme reflected is the second person plural suffix 
*<-ni>, which, in contrast to the second singular proto-morpheme *<-na>, 
is more abundantly reflected in the various Kiranti languages than outside 
the Kirant. In the Dolakha second plural suffix <-min> it is the element /in/ 
which appears to be cognate with the proto-morpheme, whereas the element 
/m/ must be an artefact of the same origin as the petrified artefact /mu/ in the 
past tense allomorph <-mun> of the Dolakha second singular suffix. 

Dumi p23 <-ini> sffi 
Hayu 2p <-ne> s£3 
Kulung 2p <-ni> s£3 
Thulung 2p <-ni> sfl 
Lohorung 2p <-ni> s£7 
Bahing 2p--3/copy <-n> sfl 

2p <-ni> sffi 
Dolakha 2p <-min> sf2 
Suomo rGya-ron 2p <-p> sfl 
Tangut lp/2p <-ni2> sfl 
Rawang 2p <-ning> sfl 
Trung 2p <-n> sfl 
Qiang 2p <-sl2-n<J2> sf2 
Primi lp/2p <-e~ ~ -ui'ii> sfl 
Nocte 2~3s <-An~ -At> sf2 

Genetti (1990: 161, 191) identifies the suffix <-u> in the third singular nega
tive indicative of Dolakha transitive r-stem verbs and the element /u/ in the 
past time morpheme of the third person singular <-ju> with the Proto
Tibeto-Burman morpheme *<-u>, which DeLancey (1989: 318) believes is 'a 
direction marker', but which I reconstruct at the Proto-Kiranti level, and 
tentatively at the Proto-Tibeto-Burman level, as third person patient marker 
*<-u> (van Driem 199la, 1993a). Undoubtedly, the Dolakha third person 
future suffix <-u>, the element /(d)u/ in the plural imperative ending <-dun 
~ -un ~ -n>, and the suffix <-u> found in the singular imperative and 
optative of transitive r-stem verbs reflect the same proto-morpheme. The third 
person proto-morpheme *<-u> is ubiquitously reflected in Tibeto-Burman, 
as seen in the following table. In the Himalayas, these reflexes are all suffixes, 
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they all denote third person patient involvement. 
likewise reflect third person patien{ marking: The vestigial 
negative indicative, singular imperative and singular opta
is clearly associated with grammatical patient marking, as 

!lfter transitive verbs. Similarly, in the past indicative, third 
indexed by the suffix <-a:;> in intransitive verbs, but by 

3P <-u> sf4 
ls-3/PT <-u> sf5 
3sP/PT <i> sf5 
3P/PT <-ko> sfl 

3P <-o ~ -<J ~ -u> sf4 
le-3/NPT <-u> s£7 
le-3/PT <-o> s£7 

3s-3 <-iu> s£7 
3P <-u> sf4 

2s/3s-3 <-p> sfl 
ls-3/NPT <-u ~ -gna> s£3 
ls-3/PT <-ong> s£3 

3s-3 <-a> s£3 
2s-3 <-i ~ -eu> s£3 

3s/HP/PT <-ju> sf2 
3/F <-u> sf2 
3A <wu-> pf2 

2s/3s-3 <-u> sfl 
3A <wu-> pf2 

2s/3s-3 <-w> sfl 
d-3 <-saw> sfl 
3P <-u> sf2 

1-3 <-we?1 ~ -e? 1> s£3 
3P <-nu? 1 ~ -u? 1> s£3 

ls-3s <-Alj ~ Ak> sf2 
2s-3s <-::J?> sf2 
2~3s <-An~ At> sf2 
3-3s <-a~ -a?> sf2 
3-2s <-h::J?> sf2 

2s-ls/3-ls <-hAt]> sf2 
3sA <-o> s£3 
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The Dolakha conjugation is evidently the descendant of an agreement system 
which once distinguished both a transitive and an intransitive paradigm, and 
now still does so in the third person singular past tense and negative plural 
imperative as well as in the negative indicative, singular imperative and 
optative ofr-stem verbs. Above, the element /m/ in the Dolakha second plural 
suffix <-min> and the element /mu/ in the past tense allomorph <-mun> of 
the Dolakha second singular suffix were identified as petrified artefacts. The 
fact that, in non-indicative forms, the Dolakha suffix <-min> occurs only in 
the negative plural imperative of transitive verbs provides us with a strong 
indication as to what kind of artefacts these are. In Bahing, the labial charac
ter of the pro to-morpheme *<-u> is preserved in the anticipatory copy mor
pheme <-p> in the first suffixal slot of the Bahing verb (van Driem l99la). In 
Dolakha too, the labial elements /mu/ in the past tense allomorph <-mun> of 
the second singular suffix and the /m/ in the Dolakha second plural suffix 
<-min> evidently reflect the third person patient proto-morpheme *<-u>, 
whereby the former also preserves the original vowel itself It is not yet clear 
how and why the labiality of the vocalic proto-morpheme became transferred 
to a consonant in Bahing and in Dolakha, or what the direct source of these 
consonants are. 

The only element yet unaccounted for is the initial /j/- /cl in the Dolakha 
third singular morpheme in the past tenses <-ju>. In view of its palatal 
character, the element looks like the artefact of an older dual morpheme, but 
in view of its distribution, viz. in past tenses before the reflex of the vocalic 
proto-morpheme *<-u>, this /j/- /cl may also be a palatalized reflex of the 
older Proto-Tibeto-Burman preterite morpheme *<-tE>, in which case 
Dolakha, in spite of its demonstrably innovative four-way tense distinction, 
may have retained a segmental reflex of the older Tibeto-Burman preterite vs. 
non-preterite opposition. 

The Dolakha morpheme <-a> indexing a third person singular intransitive 
subject in past time is most certainly cognate with the Dumi second and third 
person intransitive subject morpheme <-a> and perhaps also with the Dumi 
singular number morpheme of a second or third person actant <-a>. All these 
may reflect the tentatively reconstructed Proto-Tibeto-Burman third person 
morpheme *<-a> (van Driem l993a). 

Dumi 23S <-a> s£5 
s23 <-a> sffi 

Dolakha 3sS/PT <-a> sf2 
Qiang 3/PT <-i2> sf2 
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<0- a'Z 1> 
<-a"- a'Z> 

<-a1 - -wu1 - -ua1> 

s£3 
sf2 
sfl 
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· also prefers the above comparison whereby the cognacy is 
Dolakha suffix with the Durp.i non-first person intransitive 

(personal communication, 30 December 1992), it is too early 
alternative possibility that the. tensed Dolakha morpheme 

au.v"""' remnant the Pro to-Tibeto-Burman preterite morpheme 
would not preclude the proposed cognacy with the Dumi mar

publication, I tentatively proposed cognacy of these 
with the Tibeto-Burman second singular morpheme *<-na> 

~9.9la), although this now seems less likely in view of the data 
then been accumulated and analysed. 

far-fetched to suppose cognacy of the Dolakha morpheme 
singular subject in present time <-i> with the proto-mor

. The Dolakha suffix <!-i> occurs after the tense morpheme 
innovative Dolakha present, and its provenance is uncertain. 
person plural morpheme <-hin> in Dolakha indicative and op
might be related to the Yakkha non-singular patient suffix 

is evidently cognate to the Limbu plural suffix in nouns 
Driem 1994). Both Limbu and Yakkha are Eastern Kiranti 

Dolakha third plural suffix <-hin> also resembles the Dumi 
prefix <ham->. Genetti points out a possible etymologi

between the root <i> of the Kathmandu pronoun i-pi: 'they' 
/hi/ in the Dolakha suffix <-hin>. 

nsP 
3pS 
3p 

<-ha> 
<ham-> 
<-hin> 

s£9 
pfl 
sf2 

/m/ in the Dumi prefix <ham-> has been related to the Proto
person plural agent prefix *<me-> and the Proto-Tibeto-Bur

prefix *<me->. If the /n/ in the Dolakha suffix <-hin> is 
to this proto-morpheme, the delabialization of the reflex 

be explained by sound laws in the future. Yet that the element 
<-hin> derives from a sign marking plural number of a third 

is evident from its occurrence in the Dolakha third person 
habitual morpheme <-tan> and the plural imperative ending 
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<-dun~ -un ~ -n>. The element /ta/ in the Dolakha third person plural past 
habitual morpheme <-tan> might, like the Dolakha future second person 
honorific suffix <-ta>, be related to the plural suffix <-ta> found in animate 
Kathmandu Newar nouns other than kinship terms or terms of respect. In 
view of the fact that the Dolakha past habitual is an innovated tense, it would 
seem less likely that this element derives from the Proto-Tibeto-Burman pret
erite morpheme *<-tE>. 

4. Conclusion 

The Dolakha verb is shown to be a generally more faithful reflexion of the 
Proto-Newar system than the verb in the Classical Newar language of the 
Kathmandu Valley. In Classical Newar we find both the vestiges of a verbal 
agreement system like that exhibited in Dolakha as well as the rudiments of 
the conjunct/disjunct system operative in modern Kathmandu Newar. Dola
kha conjugational affixes can be readily related to their cognate morphemes in 
other Tibeto-Burman verbal agreement systems. 

Certain features of the Dolakha verb suggest a closer genetic relationship 
with the Kiranti languages, e.g. that the Dolakha reflex of the Tibeto-Burman 
proto-morpheme *<-u> is a suffix, and that this suffix indexes third person 
patient involvement. Although comparison of the conjugational systems con
stitutes only one type of evidence which has yet to be corroborated by regular 
lexical and phonological correspondences, flexional comparison provides evi
dence of a highly sound and compelling kind, which, to our present state of 
knowledge, points towards a greater genetic affinity between Kiranti and 
Newar. 

Genetti ( 1990: 180-l) offers a reason which plausibly accounts for the 
conservative nature of Dolakha Newar: 'In Kathmandu, there has been a 
history of intimate contact with people of Indic descent, which has been 
progressively more intense during the last seven hundred years. This has been 
somewhat counter-balanced by strong ethnic unity in the large Newari com
munity. The Dolakha inhabitants have been somewhat more secluded from 
the Indic immigration, and have tended to interact more intensively with 
speakers of the surrounding Tibeto-Burman languages, these being primarily 
speakers ofRai languages of the Kiranti subgroup and Tibetans'. Indeed, the 
Newar kingdoms of the Kathmandu Valley were great centres of culture 
which influenced the course of cultural history in South and Central Asia at 
least as much as the Valley was exposed to migration and influence from 
without. In this respect the Kathmandu Valley contrasts sharply with the 
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ancient and remote Newar community at Dolakha. The evident archaism of 
Dolakha verbal morphology corroborates my view (van Driem l993a) that it 
is the stability of a linguistic community through time which is the actual 
cause unifying the several norms for retention of archaic traits postulated by 
Bartoli ( 1942, 1945). 
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